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THE OFFICIAL GUIDE TO
ADVENTURE

CONTACT US

ADDRESS
Nayabazar 16, Kathmandu, Nepal

TELEPHONE
+977-9851060902 | 9851069596

WWW.EVERESTASSISTANCE.COM

Everest Experience And Assistance
is an assistance based company in
terms of helicopter services
throughout Nepal. 

NOW OFFERS EVERYDAY
FLIGHT TO 
MOUNT EVEREST BASE CAMP
(DAILY FIXED DEPARTURE)



EVEREST
EXPERIENCE
AND
ASSISTANCE
 

A COMPLETE ASSISTANCE IS
WHAT WE STRIVE TO PROVIDE

OUR CUSTOMERS IN EVERY
PART OF OUR SERVICES

A well-known company in Nepal for

providing a complete assistance for

trips to Nepal's Himalayan regions,

conveys a resolute pledge to your

safety and security in the air as well as

on the ground. Working safely and

economically by using B2, B3, B3+

helicopters that are specially

designed to meet the specific needs

of each of our customers all over

Nepal and its Himalayas.

MAKE A QUICK TRIP!
HELICOPTER TOURS
Everest Experience and Assistance is

an innovator for helicopter

sightseeing and tours in Nepal and its

stunning Himalayas, including the

famous Everest Base Camp helicopter

tour.

HELICOPTER TREKS
There are many trekkers who would

like to trek up to the high Himalayas

and after exploration, they would like

to return back by helicopter with

scenic flights. This activity is designed

for such travelers. 

OUR MOTIVES
Our permit is endorsed mainly on

Helicopter evacuation from mountain

regions, Mountain flying, Non

scheduled air transport, Project

operations.

We strive to provide emergency

helicopter rescue services, thrill

flights to Nepal’s Himalayan regions,

scenic tours, midair photography,

private charter with reliable service

and unbeatable cost.

We have the provisions of hassle free,

quick and convenient helicopter

charter services throughout Nepal.

You are just a call away from our

quick assistance and an

unforgettable helicopter experience

either for emergency assistance or

helicopter tours.

 

 



MESSAGE
FROM THE
DIRECTORS  

 
 

WHY BOOK WITH US ?
 
-Safe and Secure
-Quick operation
-Best price guaranteed
-Your money is 100% Secure.
-Local Operator.
-12 years in business
-99.9 % of complete mission.
-24 hours in service.
-Personal care from beginning to end of
mission.
-100 % Refund policy in case of incomplete
mission.
-Directly land at the hospital in case of
emergencies.
-Local agent of many reputed travel
agencies.
-Working partner of Nepal’s reputed
Helicopter Companies.
-Providing high standards of helicopter,
teams and gears for all missions.

MUKTI PANDEY
MANAGING DIRECTOR

SUBASH KC
OPERATION DIRECTOR

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We here at Everest Experience and

Assistance are always dedicated to

provide our customers with the best

service available at a very reasonable

cost. Our main goal is to offer a

unique and exciting way of traveling

the beautiful Himalayas of Nepal.

 

We are always eager to cater those

travelers who are in need of air

supports throughout their trips to the

Himalayas, may it be helicopter treks,

helicopter tours or medical assistance

and evacuations from the mountains,

we provide a complete assistance. 

 

 



DAILY FLIGHTS 
TO 

MT. EVEREST BASE CAMP

We are very glad to announce that we operate daily
landing flights to Mount Everest Base Camp on group

basis with fixed departure every single day !

Pick up time at Hotel 06:30 - 07:00 AM
Hotel to airport 30-35 Minutes.
Kathmandu to Lukla Airport: 45-minute
ride (fueling time is 10-15 minutes)
Lukla to Kala Patthar: 25 minutes (landing
time is 10 minutes)
Kala Patthar to Syangboche (Everest View
Hotel): 12 minutes (landing time is 45
minutes for breakfast)
Syangboche to Lukla to Kathmandu: 1 hour
20 minutes

Airport pickup & drop from your
hotel.
A chartered Helicopter with
experienced pilot.
All government taxes.
Company service charges.
Emergency oxygen available inside
the helicopter.

Includes

Personal and Medical Insurance
Personal expenses (soft drinks, meals
in Kathmandu and Everest)
Breakfast at Everest View Hotel.(30
USD)
National park fees ( 30 USD ) 3390
NRS.  
Airport Tax. ( 1.5 USD ) 200 NRS.

Excludes

Spring, Monsoon, Autumn, and
Winter.
Spring: March till May (Good)
Monsoon: June till early September
(Misty/Cloudy)
Autumn: September to November
(Best)
Winter: December to February (Cold)

Four Seasons

Since the weather change is frequent
in the Himalayas, re-scheduling or
cancellation might occur. 
If the weather is bad, the flight might
be re-scheduled to the next day or
so. It is good to have one or two
flexible days.
In case of cancellation due to bad
weather condition, a full refund will
be done except transportation
charges to the airport and back to the
hotel. Down Jacket (Windproof)

Warm Trousers
Long/short sleeve t-shirts
100% UV rays protected Sunglasses
Warm Hat, Scarf, Lip Balm
Water Bottle and Snacks
Camera with Memory card and spare
batteries

We operate with B3E Euro Copters.
One of the top of the line choppers
for mountain flights.
Able to accommodate 8 people.
Total 5 Pax at a time in a chopper for
mountain flights due to government
regulations. 

COST WEATHER

ITINERARY
Clothing & Gears

Re-scheduling &
Cancellation

Helicopter



A C T I V I T I E S

Fly over fascinating landscapes

and villages including Namche

Bazaar, Tengboche, Tengboche

Monastery, Dingboche, Gorak

Shep, Everest Base Camp, and

Khumbu glacier. The helicopter

will land at Kala Patthar which is

a very famous landing spot. It is

the best vantage point to get the

closest view of the tallest peak,

Mt. Everest. During this

helicopter tour, you’ll get ample

sightseeing spots. Also a heavenly

breakfast at Everest View Hotel

with the sights of snow capped

himalays on every sides.  

E V E R E S T  B A S E  C A M P

H E L I C O P T E R  T O U R

Everest Base Camp helicopter flight

landing tour is a rare treat; an

opportunity to unfold the great

Himalayas of the Khumbu region.

EBC helicopter tour is one of the best

aerial excursion available all over

the world. This Kathmandu to EBC

helicopter flight can accommodate

from min 2 pax to max 5 pax and

takes approximately around 4 to 5

hours depending on weather

conditions.

 

C L O T H I N G  

You will need to wear

appropriate dresses depending

on the season at the time of

the tour. Even during the

warm season, you will need to

wear a warm jacket since

Everest Base Camp lies at a

high altitude, most of the time

the temperature is below

freezing level. Also, in high

altitudes, there is high

intensity of UV rays so

it’s good to put on a high SPF

sunscreen.



ANNAPURNA BASE CAMP

HELICOPTER TOUR

It is located at the northeast
part of Nepal. The Annapurna
Himalayan ranges are one of the
most beautiful snow-capped
mountains of Nepal. Its starting
point is from Pokhara which is
also one of the very beautiful
cities of Nepal surrounded by
green hills and lakes.

ACTIVITIES

We will pick up from your hotel at
Pokhara then board the helicopter at
the airport and fly to ABC. Land at
ABC within less than 40 minutes, We
will have 30 minutes stop time to
explore the base camp and have a
lovely breakfast in the laps of
Annapurna Himalayas. We will fly
back to Pokhara after the completion
of the tour. We will then pick you up
from the airport and drop you back to
the hotel.

ARRANGEMENTS

The Annapurna base camp helicopter
tour can also be arranged straight
from Kathmandu and again return
back to Kathmandu or Pokhara to
Annapurna Base Camp and return
back to Kathmandu. Price for the trip
will depend upon your selection of
starting and ending point of the
location from where you would like
to book your trip.



gosaikunda 

helicopter tour

Gosaikunda lake is one of the
holy lakes of Nepal and it is
also called the Shiva lake of
Nepal as a holy name and also
it is locally known as the frozen
lake. 
 
The frozen lake of Gosaikunda
is one of the Hindus religious
lakes which is located inside
the Langtang National park.
 
Gosaikunda helicopter tour is
the shortest helicopter tour
from Kathmandu and return
back to Kathmandu.

HELI
TOURS

ACTIVITES

The flight duration of this tour
is around 90 minutes and air
time is around 50 minutes. We
will pick you up from your
hotel at Kathmandu and drop
you to the airport, quickly
after that we will provide you
a boarding pass and then
board the helicopter and start
our flight. B2 Helicopter will
take you to Gosaikunda lake to
explore and again bring you
back to Kathmandu Airport.
We will then pick you up from
the airport and drop you back
to your hotel at Kathmandu.

TREKKING INFO

Gosaikunda is a significant
place of interest on
the Dhunche-Helambu trekking
route. This trek adjoins the
famous Langtang Valley trek in
the same district. Both treks
can be combined. Basic
accommodation is quite easily
available. Tea houses offer a
variety of food and snacks.



CANDLE LIGHT

DINNER 

AT 

MOUNT EVEREST

A celebration of a lifetime! We have prepared the perfect destination for the most
amazing candlelight dinner at  Mt. Everest. Find yourself in the depths of nature
as we organize a perfect evening for you and your loved ones. 
Enjoy the cool breeze and mesmerizing views of the beautiful Himalayas as you take
a sip of wine from our excellent collection along with the delicious foods from your
choice.

A D V E N T U R E

A W A I T S  !

W H Y  C A N D L E L I G H T
D I N N E R  A T  M T .  E V E R E S T ?

Take your loved ones to this magical place and let them know how
special they mean to you. A destination worth of thousand memories!
A candlelight dinner in a fantasy world, a dreamlike experience
where everything is as per your preference! Express your love and
romance in the most extraordinary way possible where we organize
the most magnificent evening of your lives. A celebration of love so
special at Mt. Everest.
 
Every moment of it is worth treasuring for years to come ahead. A
candlelight dinner at Mt. Everest, a package created with the sole
motive of providing you and your loved ones the best experience
there is to offer. You only have to wish for it and we will make sure
that it’s a wish come true.
 

T R I P  H I G H L I G H T  

The best destination to spend a romantic evening.
A whole new world to explore.
Stories worth sharing for the coming years ahead.
A completely different and new experience.
Memories worth treasuring for a lifetime.
A celebration unlike any other.
A dreamlike experience as per your preferences.
A once in a lifetime must go to destination of the
world, Mt. Everest (Highest peak of the world)



CELEBRATE YOUR

MOMENT AT

EVEREST

A C H I E V E M E N T

U N L O C K E D  !

This time celebrate your moment at Everest Base Camp which is more different and more
extraordinary. Travel to Everest Base Camp with the people you want to share this amazing
experience. Share happiness, joys, laughter and excitement as we organize a perfect setup for
your celebration. A journey full of stories - The celebration of a lifetime at Everest! A destination
unlike any other, Let us help you make your moment a special one and worth cherishing for the
coming years as well. What other better ways to celebrate your moment than celebrating it at
Everest, Nepal.
 
May it be an achievement or a successful accomplishment or it can be just a desire of your heart,
celebrate your moment at Everest which is a unique way and helps you open yourself to a whole
new experience along with the vast range of possibilities. We’re here to make sure your moment
is celebrated in the way that it deserves to be celebrated. A Mt. Everest package created with the
single purpose of providing you and the people around you with the best experience there is to
offer.

W H Y  C E L E B R A T E  Y O U R
M O M E N T  A T  E V E R E S T
B A S E  C A M P ?

Life is all about celebrating and sharing happiness with the
people around you. Do it big this time and let yourself and
the people around you make this celebration the biggest one
you’ve had till now. Everything will be prepared according to
your choice and preferences so that the moment will feel as
special as you wish for it to be. Celebrate an achievement
and in the process make that very own celebration a new
achievement. You can count on us to provide you the perfect
setup that you want, to celebrate your moment at Everest
Base Camp with your friends, family or loved ones.

T R I P  H I G H L I G H T S

A celebration unlike any other
An achievement in celebrating your moments
A journey worth thousand stories
A once in a lifetime must go to place of the world
- Mount Everest (Highest peak of the world)
A destination worth exploring
Amazing views of the Himalayas
A completely new experience
Both adventurous and exciting at the same time



- The Mountain Views

- The Forests

- The People

- The Wildlife

- The Coffee

- The Accessibilities

REASONS TO VISIT

Langtang is a region in
the Himalayas of Nepal to the north of
Kathmandu Valley and
bordering Tibet.
The Langtang National Park is located
in this area. The park contains a wide
variety of climatic zones, from
subtropical to alpine. The park
contains the Gosaikunda lake, sacred
to Hindus. Another spiritual site is
the Buddhist monastery Kyanjin
Gompa.
 

LANGTANG 

HELICOPTER TOUR This tour will be inside the Langtang
National park which is a short flight from
Kathmandu but a unique destination for
adventure lovers. Langtang Himalayan
ranges are one of the closest massifs of
Himalayan ranges from Kathmandu. We will
fly in the early morning from Kathmandu to
Langtang national park, we will land at
Kyanjingompa which is the best viewpoint of
Langtang Himalayan ranges. We will then
explore the Langtang village and return back
to Kathmandu by the same Helicopter, We
can enjoy the breakfast on our leisure time at
Kynajingompa in the laps of Langtang
Massif.
We will spend around 90 minutes including
air and landing time.

ACTIVITIES

We strive to provide
our complete

assistance to our
cutomers



RARA LAKE

HELICOPTER TOUR

This Lake lies at an altitude of
2,990 m (9,810 ft) above sea level, has
a water surface of
10.8 km2 (4.2 sq mi), a maximum
depth of 167 m (548 ft), is 5.1 km
(3.2 mi) long and 2.7 km (1.7 mi) wide.
It drains into the Mugu Karnali River
via the Nijar River.
It is surrounded by Rara National
Park. It has unique floral and fauna
importance with rare and vulnerable
species. The park was established in
1976 to preserve the beauty of the lake
and protect it from sedimentation
and adverse human activities. The
Park flora consists of 1074 species, of
which 16 are endemic to Nepal; the
fauna includes 51 species of mammals
and 214 species of birds. Our Rara
Lake Heli Tour enables you to
experience all of these amazing
things throughout your journey with
us.

 

 
 

A C T I V I T I E S

 
We will pick you up in the early
morning from your Hotel at
Kathmandu. Shortly after that we will
drop you to the airport and then we
will collect the boarding passes. After
that we will board the helicopter and
fly our way to Rara Lake.

 
 

W H Y  V I S I T  R A R A  L A K E  ?

This Lake has been a popular
destination with a very rough route
in Western Nepal for trekkers. So, the
best way to visit there would be by
our package Rara Lake Helicopter
Tour. The glimpse of the culture and
scenery on the way is quite different
from the rest of Nepal. Situated in
high altitude, you can find the lake
surrounded by Rara National Park
with pine, spruce and juniper forest.
The view of the snow capped
Himalayan peaks enhances the
attraction of trekkers. 
Air is the only mode of transportation
for the tourists visiting this Lake. It is
served by Talcha Airport, which is
4 km east of the lake. So, our Rara
Lake Heli Tour package is considered
one of the most preferred ways to
visit this place.

 
 



Muktinath

helicopter charter

Mukti Nath is located
inside the Annapurna
conservation area of Nepal
and it is one of the  most
ancient temples of the God
Vishnu and the Vaishnava
tradition in Nepal.

It is a very famous temple
which belongs to
both Hindus and
Buddhists. Situated at an
altitude of 3,710 meters
(12,172 feet) at the base of
the Thorong La mountain
pass in the Mustang
district.

Activities

We will pick you up from your hotel and

drop you at the Airport. Quickly after

that we will take our boarding passes

and then we will fly over green hills and

Himalayas and land near Muktinath

temple. We will then explore Muktinath

and do darsan and puja (Praying), then

after that we will take the same

helicopter back to Pokhara.

attractions

Visit Mebar Lha Gomba, the small

monastery of `miraculous fire’, which is

situated near the entrance gate of the

temple. This monastery is dedicated to

Guru Rimpoche (Padmasambhava) and

contains a statue of the buddhist deity

Chenrezig (Avalokitesvara), which is

famous for its continuously burning

natural gas fire, which hindus worship

as Jwala Mai, the Goddess of Fire.



MARATIKA 

HELICOPTER CHARTER

Maratika is a very famous cave
located in the far eastern part of
Nepal. Haleshi Mahadev is situated
inside the Maratika Cave at about 185
kilometers southwest of Mt. Everest in
Khotang District. Khotang District
also contains many small caves and
famous Maratika Monastery.

We put our efforts to
provide some of the most
extraordinary ways to
explore these  beautiful
sites of Nepal.

Maratika Heli charter will start from

Kathmandu and land at the

Lamidanda airport for fueling, then

after that we will start flying to

Maratika cave which is just about ten

minutes from Lamidanda airport. We

will then walk to the cave for five

minutes, we will take our time to

explore. We will then do our praying

and ceremonies if any and then after

that we will fly back to Kathmandu.

The total trip will take around more

than three hours.

 

 

ACTIVITIES



Even an individual
traveller can activate
our assistance service
for themselves or their
travel partners in case of
emergencies in the
mountains.

Rescues From Mountains
Apart from all the adventurous and
exciting helicopter tours, we also
provide air supports to those who
are in need of our services. During
the treks in the Himalayas, travelers
may suffer from Acute Mountain
Sickness (AMS), a.k.a. High altitude
sickness. In the worst case,
emergency medical evacuation is
absolutely necessary to bring them
down to the hospital for their
further treatment.

We put our efforts to deliver quick
and immediate helicopter rescue
facilities to those travelers who
are in need of emergency medical
evacuation from the mountains.
We do not compromise on
anything and send prompt air
supports with experienced team
members, prioritizing the
objective of saving lives. 



In case of emergency medical
evacuation from different parts of
the Himalayas, we operate our
assistance service 24/7, where we
act as an intermediate body between
an individual and the insurance
company. Basically we bridge the gap
between the insured and the insurer
where we provide prior notifications,
follow the instructions, prepare and
submit necessary documentations
and over all monitor the operation
from initiation, execution to closing.
 
 - A Complete Assistance ! 

24/7 Assistance 

service We are aware of all the insurance frauds
and scams which have been a topic of
discussion lately. However, our service is
to only facilitate the person who is in need
of assistance on the mountains. Our cost is
the composition of helicopter charges and
basic case charges. We are free from any
sorts of such fraudulent activities. If a
traveller is willing to pay us directly for
the extraction then we will activate our
services without the involvement of the
insurance too, since we are driven with the
motives of providing prompt air supports
only because we understand that delay in
such cases might turn into some worst case
scenarios. 

- Kalapatthar (5545m)

- Gokyo Ri (5483m)

- EBC (5364m)

- Gorakshep (5140m)

- Thagnag Kharka (5025m)

- Lobuche (4930m)

- Dzongla (4843m)

- Machchhermo (4470m)

- Dingboche (4260m)

- Pheriche (4243m)

- Dole (4200m)

- Tyengboche (3867m)

- Namche Bazaar (3440m)

- Phakding (2640m)

locations from

everest sectors

- Annapurna Regions
- Langtang Regions
- Kanchenjunga
- Manaslu
- Makalu
 

 

other sectors

Reliability 



Despite exciting helicopter

mountain flights and

assistance services, we also

offer transfer flight services

within the sector of Mount

Everest. When a traveller

requires a transfer flight

facility from any location

within the Everest region to

aid in their trekking, we

manage such kinds of

aviation facilities as well.

 

Our transfer services

includes helicopter pickup

and drop from various

locations of Everest region. 

Transfer 
Flight
Services

Namche Bazar lukla airport

gorakshep tengboche

lobuche pheriche



We have different types of helicopters
presently operating in private sector;
AS350b3e / series of helicopter
manufactured by Eurocopter, France are
famous all over the world and Bell
Helicopter from the USA.

MODEL: BELL- JET RANGER 
206B III-9N-ALL

MADE BY: BELL HELICOPTER, USA
SEAT CAPACITY: 5 PEOPLE ON LOW
LAND, 3 PEOPLE ON HIGHLAND
(EXCLUDING PILOT)
WEIGHT CAPACITY: 1451 KG
EMPTY WEIGHT: 730 KG
OPERATING ELEVATION: 23,000 FT
ENGINE TYPE: 206B-3

MODEL: AS 350 B3 E 
AIRBUS

MADE BY: EUROCOPTER, FRANCE
SEAT CAPACITY: 6 PEOPLE ON
LOW LAND, 5 PEOPLE ON
HIGHLAND (EXCLUDING PILOT)
WEIGHT CAPACITY: 2250 KG
INTERNAL WEIGHT: 900 KG
EMPTY WEIGHT: 1285 KG
OPERATING ELEVATION: 23,000
FT
ENGINE TYPE: ARIEL 2D

HELICOPTER DETAILS:



We try to be as much
accessible as we can to
provide convenience to
our customer while
seeking our services.

ALSO FIND US AT:

WE TRAVEL

WHATS APP

YOUTUBE

VIBER

TOUR RADAR

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

INSTAGRAM

TRIP ADVISOR

CIVITATIS

WWW.EVERESTASSISTANCE.COM

GMAIL

TRIP LOCATOR



01: How high is the Everest base camp (EBC)

helicopter tour?

 

Everest base camp Helicopter flight tour is 4,000

m to 5,500 meters high or above in some areas

(18000 feet).

 

02:  Will our Helicopter land at the Mount

Everest Base Camp? 
 

Yes, it can land at Everest base camp but we need

very special permit to land the Helicopter at the

Everest base camp. However Kalapatther features

the best view point of Mt. Everest and it is 200m

above EBC. Usually all the EBC helicopter tours

land at Kalapatther since the main motive of the

tour is to gaze at the magnificent peak of Mount

Everest. 

 

 

S O M E  F A Q S :

 

 08:  How do I book Mount Everest

helicopter tour with your company?

 

It is easy, you can book with us directly, we

need your exact date for the trip and your

total number of pax, we also need 30 % of

advance for the booking, you can pay by card,

bank transfer or online.

 

 09: I am traveling single, Can I join

another group?

 

Yes, this is group joining trip, so all solo

traveler can join. Please e-mail us with your

preferred flight date. It helps to share the cost

of Everest base camp helicopter tour.

 

10: Do you carry oxygen tanks in case of

emergency?

 

Yes, we always have oxygen cylinders with us

for emergencies.

 

 .

03: How do I arrange for my charter?

 

You can either call us directly through the

numbers given on the Contact details of our

webpage or you can fill up the form given on

the same page.

 

 04: How much does it cost?

 

There is no fixed cost, as it depends upon the

area where you wish to visit. Also helicopter

you’re hiring and the service for which it is

being hired. Please contact us if you have any

inquiry about the costs.

 

05: Is there additional costs?

 

No. Provided that the itinerary has been

followed as planned.

 

06:  How many passengers can you

carry?

 

It depends upon the maximum carrying

capacity of the particular helicopter that

you’ve hired. Normally the total number of pax

for mountain flight is 5.

 

07: Will there be other passengers on my

flight?

 

It depends upon how you wish to travel, it can

be a group flight or it can be private tours. It

will be as per your booking orders.
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Everest

Experience 

and

Assistance

A Complete Assistance !


